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ABSTRACT. The first recordings of aco ustic signa ls associated with avalanches go 
back to the 1970s when premonitory low-frequency aco ustic emission was observed in the 
snow cover just before the setting off of natural avalanches (Sommerfcld, 1977; Sommer
feld and Cubler, 1983). Recently, it has been demonstrated tha t avalanches a lso produce 
strong infrasonic vibra ti ons in air during their movement. These in frasonic vibrations 
propagate g reat dista nces and can follow the natura l re lieC It was then a question of auto
matically detecting this emission to monitor avalanche ac tivity, with a view to improving 
forecasting and assisting in the study of certain aspects of avalanche dynamics. 

With the double aim of pursuing investigations on the mecha nics of the acoustic emis
sion from ava lanches and designing an autom atic detec tion system, our laboratory has 
developed specific instrumentation, the essential link of which is an a rray of infrasonic 
microphones associated with a goniometer. Systematic measurements of the infrasonic 
emissions a re being carri ed out, not only of the natural or released avalanches themselves 
but of a ll events with the aim of characterizing the former in relation to "infrasonic noise". 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent work has demonstrated that snow ava lanches have 

an acoustic emission, pa rticula rly strong below 20 H z, with
in the infrasonic range (Chritin and Ros i, 1995). These 
emissions can be detected by an appropriate system includ
ing infrasound microphones and signa l processing in real 
time. Thus, one has the possibility of recording automati
cally avalanche activity over a mountain range: such infor

mation cou ld be of prime importance to forecasting systems 
(Chritin and others, 1996). Since 1995, our laboratory has 
had at its di sposal an experimenta l system, mainly compris
ing an infrasound goniometer, a llowing localization of an 
infrasound source (azimuth and eleva tion a re computed in 
real time) a nd an acoustical analyser performing a fre

quency analysis. These data a re processed byautomatic-re
cognition procedures to answer the question of whether the 
detected acoustical event is a snow avalanche or not. One of 
the most difficult engineering problems encountered was 
the design of the sensor system and its set-up in very ha rsh 
mountainous conditions. This paper presents the assigned 

system of electro-acoustic transducers designed by our 
laboratory and its performance related to the detection of 
infrasonic events such as snow avalanches. 

THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

Our experimental set-up was install ed at the Anzere ski re
sort at an a ltitude of 2400 m (Fig. I). This site is particul a rly 
well suited because numerous avalanches are se t off there as 
a precautiona ry measure, thus allowing thei r aco ustic cha r
acteristics to be studied. Furthermore, it is very close to the 
"La Sionne" experimental site for the study of avalanche dy

namics. The processing electronics are insta ll ed in a shelter, 
shielded from bad weather, but the microphones have to be 
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located outdoors in what is obviously a ve ry hostile environ
ment. 

One of the main difficulties was in fact related to the sys

tem of acoustical sensors. Questions of pa rticular concern 
included, how to protect them, where to install them and 
how to establish the best conditions for infraso und detection? 
Furthermore, what were the most suitable microphones? 

The first se t-up (Rossi and C hritin, 1995) used four out
door electros tatic-measurement microphones mounted on 

m asts and protected by large shields (Fig. 2). They were in 
the same horizonta l plane and fo rmed a ha lf-cross (Fig. 3). 

This se t-up had the following disadvantages: 

Microphones on masts were exposed to extreme weather 
condi tions: wind, rain, snow, thunder, risk of ice forming 

and intense sun radiation. 

Their masts constituted obstacles on the ski slopes. 

Fig. 1. Experimental site at Anzere ski resort with shelter con
taining instruments. 
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Fig. 2. Electrostatic microphone ( ES) protected by shield on 
top ofmast. 
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Fig. 3. Microphone locations at the experimental site. 

Setting up a mast with a concrete basc represented sub
stantial additional cost and environmental impact. 

Wind induced noise from the turbulence on the obstacle 
formed by the microphone and its shield, which added to 
the noise from the wind on other obstacles; the system 
was "blinded" by a n insignifi cant a mount of wind and 
its range was thus reduced . 

The performance of an outdoor electrosta tic measure

ment microphone is not very well matched for infra
sound detection: the low cut-off frequency is too high, 
the upper one is unnecessarily high and the noise is too 
high (it follows a llf law); a costly high-input impedance 
pre-amplifier is required. 

DESIGN OF A DEDICATED MICROPHONE 

In 1995, we designed a dedicated microphone for in fraso und 
de tection, call ed ECHO, which was suitable for placing in a 
pit below the snow cover, with its acoustical-input port pro

tected by a shield . Four ECHOs were install ed in November 
1995 and are still wo rking perfectly well today. 
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Fig. 4. ECHO microphone installed in the ground at the ex-
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Fig. 5. ECHO microphone scheme. 

This microphone was designed to meet the following cri
teria: low frequency (down to 1.6 H z), low noise (improve
ment of at least 20 dB in the signal-to-noise ratio ), low cost, 
simple electronics (low cost), g reat robustness, low sensitiv
ity to the environment, bulk a nd size not critical but simple 
install ation without excess ive extra costs. 

An 18 month investigation was carried out to tes t these 
new microphones and to assess their performance. The sec
ond experimenLal set-up was a sta r (Fig. 3) of four ECHOs 
in pits below the snow cover, with four supplementa ry out
door elec tros ta tic-measurement microphones placed unde r 
the shields of the ECHO (Figs 4 and 5). One of these micro

phones was of a low-noise type, not intended for outdoor use 
in a hostile environment, so it ceased to function after a few 
months. The first microphone set-up was maintained in use 
for comparison purposes. 

SENSITIVITY TO WIND NOISE 

Figure 6 shows the outputs of one electrostatic-measure
ment microphone (abbreviat ion ES) on a mast and of one 
ECHO beneath the snow cover, together with the wind 
speed above the ground . C learly, the ECHO performs bet
ter and its wind-induced noise is lower than tha t of the ES. 

MICROPHONE NOISE 

Figure 7 shows the sound events during a phase of precau
tiona ry release of avalanches using explosives d ropped from 
helicopters, as seen by one electrostatic-measurement mi
crophone ES and one ECHO both located in a pit as shown 
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Fig. 6. Comjlarison if sound pressure levels induced by strong 
wind on ES microphone (on top if mast) and ECHO micro
phone (in the ground). 
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Fig. 7. Comparison if sound pressure levels from ES micro
phone and ECHO microphone both located in a pit during an 
artificial release if avalanches. Grey spots show positive re
leases. 

In Figure 4. The output of the ES is very noisy (upper 
graph); however, the acoustical events are clearly detected 
by the ECHO (lower graph), particularly the snow slides 
occurnng after the explosions (they were observed vi
sually). 

ENVIRONMENTAL INFRASONIC NOISE 

Figure 8 shows the typical ambient noi se levels vs time 
(4 days) as measured by one low-noise electrostatic-meas

urement microphone (ES) and one ECHO. ES microphone 
is lying on the ground (no snow cover ) under a wind shield 
and the acoustical-input port of the ECHO is just below 
ground level. An analysis in one-third octave bands was per
form ed from 1.6 to 16 Hz. A mean value of the wind speed 
was simultaneously recorded and is represented a long the 
octave-band levels. As shown in Figure 9, in the case of a 
light wind the ambient noise is practically the same for the 
two microphones but, in strong wind, the noise is less in the 
lower part (from 2 to 5 Hz) for the ECHO than for the ES. 
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Fig. 8. Four days' continuous recordings if typical ambient 
noise levels at the experimental site. 

SNOW COVER 

Systematic experiments were carried out to determine the 
effect of snow cover on the acoustical sensors, For this pur
pose, two ECHOs were installed as shown in Figure 10. The 
snow cover varied according to the snowfalls_ The ECHO 
above the snow cover was removed between measurement 
periods. It was sometimes necessary to top up the snow cov
er which tended to become compacted, Because of this, this 
more or less porous layer could often become very com
pacted and once it even contained a layer of ice_ Compari
son between the signa ls picked up by both microphones 
enabled us to determi ne the effects of the snow cover. Figure 
11 shows typical the waveforms of explosions (lower trace: 

ECHO below snow cover; upper trace: ECHO above snow 
cover ). Overall, in the 1- 100 H z range, attenuation by a fac-

Lp dB ~ over ground (wind 11 ms ') --.-- over ground (wind 4 ms") 
- -.--- holed In ground (Wind 11 ms ') - ... -.. holed in ground (wind 4 ms" ) 
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Fig. 9. Comparison if acoustic pressure levels induced by wind 
at two jlick-up locations (microphones above and below 
ground leveL without snow J-
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Fig. 10. Experimental sketch to evaluate effects if the snow 
cover. 
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Fig. 11. 1jpical explosion waviform. Upper trace: pick-up 
above the snow cover; lower trace: pick-up below the snow cover. 
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Fig. 12. 1jpicaL correLation function between waviforms 
picked up above and beLow the snow cover during an explosion. 

tor of about 25 is observed, as well as a low-pass filtering 
effect. Figure 12 shows the correlation between the previous 
waveforms: a delay of 21 ms for the signal picked up by 
ECHO below is observed. This value is virtually indepen-
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Fig. 13. 1jpical avalanche acoustic waviforms in 1~10 Hz 
range. 
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Fig. 14. 1jpicaL correLation function between waviforms 
picked up above and beLow the snow cover during an ava
Lanche. 
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Fig. 15. Measured snow -coverfiltering iffect. 

dent of the distance and direction of location of the explo
sion (m any measurements were made for different 
locations of the explosions ). The snow conditions thi s year 
did not allow us to compile sufficient data to correlate this 
with snow depth. 

The observation of aco ustic emissions from avalanches 
also led to the same conclusions. Figure 13 shows the wave
forms of an avalanche (lower trace: ECHO below; upper 
trace: ECHO above the snow cover) and Figure 14 shows 
their co rrelation. An es tim ation of the transfer function 
between the sound pressures at the acoustical ports of the 
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Fig. 16. Waviform (upper) and spectrograph (lower) if a 
succession cif explosions (vertical stripes) and avalanches 
(grey spots below 10 Hz). Horizontal stripes (17 Hz and har
monies) indicate the presence rif a helicopter. 

ECHO above the snow cover and below the snow cover led to 
the graph shown in Figure 15. In the infrasonic range, in 
which we are interested for avalanche monitoring, the 
observed low-pass filtering and attenuation are not excessive. 

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the ECHO microphone system presents un
deniable advantages compared to what was available pre
viously and does indeed fu lfil the requirements for which it 
was designed. To illustrate this, Figure 16 shows the wave-
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form and the spectrograph of a successIOn of avalanches 
picked up by an ECHO below a snow cover of2 m. 

These results are very encouraging, because the devel
opment of avalanche-recognition algorithms only makes 
sense if appropriate detection systems arc available. The 
current state of our research enables us to contemplate, in 
the short term, installing a pilot system for the automatic 
detection of avalanches over areas extending up to several 
square kilometres. The operation of such a pilot system will 
allow a significant improvement in the forecasting of risk. 
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